In this paper, we introduce the concept of normal fuzzy soft group. We also define the level subsets of a normal fuzzy soft subgroup and discussed some of its properties.
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Normal Fuzzy soft Subgroups
In this section, we define normal fuzzy soft groups and study some of their basic properties.
Definition 3.1
A fuzzy set  is called a fuzzy soft subgroup of a group G, if for x, y  G, (i)  (xy) ≥ T{  (x),  (y)}
(ii)  (x -1 ) ≥  (x)
Definition 3.2
Let G be a group. A fuzzy soft subgroup  of G is said to be normal fuzzy soft subgroup ,if for all x,y  G and
Theorem 3.1:
Let  and  be two fuzzy soft subgroups of G. Then  is a fuzzy soft subgroup of G.
Proof :
Let  and  be two fuzzy soft subgroups of G
Hence  is a fuzzy soft subgroup of G.
Theorem 3.2
The intersection of any two normal fuzzy soft subgroups of G is also a normal fuzzy soft subgroup of G.
Proof :
Let  and  be two normal fuzzy soft subgroups of G.
According to theorem 3.1,  is a fuzzy soft subgroup of G.
Now for all x , y in G , we have
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Hence  is a normal fuzzy soft subgroup of G.
Remark :
If  i , i∆ are normal fuzzy soft subgroup of G, then  i∆  i is a normal fuzzy soft subgroup of G.
Theorem 3.3
Let  is a normal fuzzy soft subgroup of G, then for any y  G, we have
Let  is a normal fuzzy soft subgroup of G, then for any y  G Now
Hence the theorem.
Theorem 3.4
If  is a normal fuzzy soft subgroup of G, then gg -1 is also a normal fuzzy soft subgroup of G , for all gG .
Proof :
Let  be a normal fuzzy soft subgroup of G. then gg -1 is a subgroup of G.
Hence the theorem
Definition 3.3
Let  be a fuzzy soft subgroup of a group G. For any t  [0,1], we define the level subset of  is the set, 
Proof
Let  be a normal fuzzy soft subgroup of G and the level subset
Thus  t is a subgroup of G.
Conversely, let us assume that  t be a subgroup of G.
Let x, y   t . Then  (x ) ≥ t and (y) ≥ t.
Also, (xy -1 ) ≥ t, since xy
Hence  is a normal fuzzy soft subgroup of G.
Definition 3.4
Let G be a group and  be a normal fuzzy soft subgroup of G.
Let N() = { a G /  (axa -1 ) =  (x) , for all x  G }. Then N() is called the fuzzy Normalizer of .
Theorem 3.6
Let G be a group and  be a fuzzy subset of G. Then  is a normal fuzzy soft subgroup of G iff the level subsets  t , t[0,1], are normal subgroup of G.
Proof:
Let  be a normal fuzzy soft subgroup of G and the level subsets  t , t[0,1], is a subgroup of G. Since  is a normal fuzzy soft subgroup of G.
That is ,  (xax -1 ) ≥ t.
Hence  t is a normal subgroup of G.
Theorem 3.7
If '' is a normal fuzzy soft subgroup of G, iff  C is an anti normal fuzzy soft subgroup of G.
Proof
Suppose  is a normal fuzzy soft subgroup of G. Then for all x, y G .
Hence  C is an anti normal fuzzy soft subgroup of G.
 is a normal fuzzy soft subgroup of G iff  (xyx -1 ) =  (y).
iff  c (xyx -1 ) = c (y).
iff  c is an anti normal fuzzy soft subgroup of G.
Hence,  is a normal fuzzy soft subgroup of G, iff  C is an anti normal fuzzy soft subgroup of G.
Conclusion
In this article we have discussed Normal fuzzy soft subgroups, fuzzy Normalizer . Interestingly, It has been observed that fuzzy concept adds an another dimension to the defined fuzzy normal subgroups. This concept can further be extended for new results.
